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E.T.A Foundation, lnc

P.O. Box, 861
Inglis, FL 32649

February I l, 1986

Dear Voyagers,

There are several very interesting items included in this mailing, the
first of which relates to an extremely unusual astrological alignment which
occurred on February 9th, the starting date for our project.

One of our Voyagers (l'll tell you who af ter L.S. lif ts his ban of
anonymity) is a very talented Astrologer, and on very short notice,
prepared the enclosed Evaluation which is marked I'Exhibit Ar'. In that
same vein, I noticed an article in a periodical titled; Creative Frontiers
published by The Heart Center, P.O. Box 536, Boise, Idaho 83701. s

article is labeled "Exhibit 8". I was quite surprised to learn all of this, as
the choice of starting dates was almost arbitrary, or so I thought! God
really does have all things in order.

Another interesting item in this mailing is reading llY -103 (cassette
tape, side 1). This reading was conducted during the course of our first
2AM meditation, and is most unique. I won't expand on it here, as the
tape explains itself. Side //2 of the enclosed cassette tape contains reading
ItV-104. It contains f ollow-up information to the earlier . readings, and
presents an eyen clearer view of the "scope of the Voyager Project. It
would appear that the magnitude of the Project as it is being dealt with on
other realms is awesome. Although a number of you have told me that
your Guidance said that this was to be a very important Work, I hadn't
given much thought to it's importance in other realms.

Here are the items included in this mailing:
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Cassette tape, readings #V-101 & /lV-t04.

Astrological report, exhibit A.

Astrological article, exhibit B.

Transcript of previous reading, /lV- I0l.
Transcript of previous reading, llV-I02.

Finally, I call your ATTENTION to the mailing label on this package.
Please make note of the number to be found printed above your name. It
is a code which has been assigned to you io . that we can report your
activities to the group and still maintain your anonymity.

Many Blessings,
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